Design inspiration.

Wood Window and Patio Door Collection
Second to none.

Hurd offers you the world’s most energy-efficient window, the best wood protection in the industry, the longest wood window warranty you can get, plus a supreme selection of options, colors and design choices to help you make our windows uniquely yours.

Truly, Hurd custom built wood windows are second to none.
Your new windows are here.

Hurd windows and patio doors come in every operating style you could wish for, plus all the options you could imagine—energy-efficient glazing, select woods, designer hardware, and a near-endless selection of colors, grilles and finishing touches.

You’ll find everything and anything you’re looking for, plus the superior performance you demand.

Hurd windows and patio doors look beautiful and perform beautifully in the Cayman Islands and 30 other countries around the world.
Four basic choices. One standard of craftsmanship.

Aluminum clad wood
Beautiful wood inside. Weatherproof, maintenance-free, aluminum cladding outside. It’s the perfect combination. Our wood is select pine, or you can upgrade to one of eight other species. Our double thick cladding comes in every color you can think of.

All-wood
For truly distinctive homes, you can’t beat the timeless elegance of Hurd all-wood windows and patio doors. Like all our products, long-term durability is ensured by CoreGuard, the best wood treatment in the window industry.

H3™
The H3 is Hurd’s mid-priced window. Recently named “The most innovative window of the year.” It features advanced energy efficiency and superior quality. With its inventive Fusion Technology™, the H3 integrates three components, (extruded aluminum, vinyl and solid wood) into one perfect window. See pages 46-47.

Hurd FeelSafe®
Our hurricane-resistant windows. FeelSafe windows and patio doors feature high-strength, shatter-resistant glass, plus “extreme” engineering and construction. They stand up to the fiercest storm and the most determined burglar. See pages 48-49.
The enduring superiority of Hurd aluminum clad wood windows.

Exterior is fully encased in weatherproof, maintenance-free aluminum cladding.

Covered by our exclusive Lifetime Warranty.

We use only 0.05” extruded aluminum cladding. It’s at least twice as thick as competitors’ roll-form cladding.

Unlimited color choices, plus anodized finishes for extreme durability.

Designer hardware in as many as eleven finishes.

Available in Hurd’s custom-made premium line, our high-tech mid-priced H3, and our hurricane-resistant Hurd FeelSafe.

Wood interior for natural beauty & insulation.

Choose from nine select species of interior wood.

Protected to the very core by our CoreGuard™ wood treatment.

Available with simulated divided lites or a variety of decorative grilles.

Thirteen interior trim profiles.

Optional stained or painted interior factory finish.

Nine high-performance glazing options; including insulation value as high as R-20 center of glass.

Dual or triple panes, plus decorative glass options.
The beauty & performance of Hurd all-wood windows.

Custom made, by hand, to your exact specifications.

Choose from nine select species of solid interior or exterior wood.

Covered by our exclusive Lifetime Warranty.

Protected to the very core by our rainforest-proven CoreGuard™ wood treatment.

Historical beauty enhanced with advanced technology.

Designer hardware in as many as eleven finishes.

Wood interior for natural beauty & insulation.

Thirteen interior trim profiles.

Optional stained or painted interior factory finish using advanced materials & equipment.

Dual or triple panes, plus decorative glass options.

Nine high-performance glazing options; including insulation value as high as R-20 center of glass.

Standard solid pine exteriors are available primed or natural.
Warm every room with the natural beauty of wood.

In a perfect world, your windows would match your cabinets perfectly. So, whether it's your den or your kitchen, or throughout the whole house, Hurd lets you choose from nine beautiful woods, or any other workable species, for your windows, patio doors and trim.
The exterior of Hurd aluminum clad wood windows and patio doors is fully encased in maintenance-free, heavy-duty, extruded aluminum. Ours is at least twice as thick as our competitors’ roll-form cladding.

Nobody gives you more cladding choices than Hurd. Our 15 standard cladding colors were selected to enhance almost any home design. We also offer five extra-durable anodized aluminum finishes with no costly setup charges. Plus, we’ll custom match any color you can imagine.

We use zero-VOC, AAMA 2604 powder paints that are heat-cured for a tougher finish. Our AAMA 2605 liquid paint is a beautiful upgrade recommended for coastal applications.

Upgrade your cladding and your color choices.

Exterior trim profiles. (Sizes are nominal.)

- 2.5” Ovalo (clad)
- 2” Brickmould (clad)
- 3.5” Brickmould (clad)
- 3.5” Flat Casing (clad)
- 1.5” Flat Casing (wood)
- 3.5” Brickmould (wood)
- 3.5” Flat Casing (wood)
- 5” Flat Casing (wood)

Shown in dark bronze and light bronze anodized cladding.

Anodized clad finishes.

- White*
- Eggshell*
- Colonial White
- Burnt Sun
- Dried Wheat
- Sand*
- Patina Green
- Aspen Moss
- Bronze*
- Green
- Sage Brown
- Bahama Brown
- Brick Red
- Baysenberry
- Jet Black
- Clear Anodize
- Champagne Anodize
- Light Bronze Anodize
- Medium Bronze Anodize
- Dark Bronze Anodize

*Shortest lead-time.

We’ll also custom match any color under the rainbow.

Standard colors.

- White*
- Eggshell*
- Colonial White
- Burnt Sun
- Dried Wheat
- Sand*
- Patina Green
- Aspen Moss
- Bronze*
- Green
- Sage Brown
- Bahama Brown
- Brick Red
- Baysenberry
- Jet Black
- Clear Anodize
- Champagne Anodize
- Light Bronze Anodize
- Medium Bronze Anodize
- Dark Bronze Anodize

*Shortest lead-time.

We’ll also custom match any color under the rainbow.
We offer a stylish selection of superbly engineered, beautifully finished handles and locking mechanisms. Each one is specifically designed to complement our windows and patio doors. With as many as 11 finishes to choose from, you’ll be able to match your décor perfectly.

Designer hardware that fits your hands as well as your décor.

Coppertone Champagne Brushed Nickel Brushed Chrome Bronze Polished Chrome White Antique Brass Bright Brass Goldtone Oil-Rubbed Bronze-FB

Our contemporary Encore handle folds out of the way of your window treatments.

Our swinging patio doors come with the security of 3-point locking.
Turn basic into boastful.

Here’s how to make our windows uniquely yours. Personalize them with the classic charm of our wood grilles. Add the authentic styling of our updated divided lites. Or you might choose to warm your dining room with our leaded or stained glass windows.

**Hurd simulated divided lite**

Our simulated divided lites give you the classic appeal of traditional true divided lites, but without the energy loss caused by individual glass panes. Extruded aluminum outside, natural wood inside, and optional spacers between the glass. Also available in all-wood version.

**Removable wood grille**

Our removable wood grille is the affordable, convenient alternative to divided lites. Simply pop out the grille, wash the window, and pop it back in. Available as full surround in select pine or optional wood species.

**Grilles in airspace**

This is the easiest way to achieve the divided lite look. We actually seal the grille between the panes of glass. So you get the visual appeal you want without the grille ever getting in your way.

Grilles in airspace come in your choice of profiles: 11/16” or 1” contour or 5/8” flat. Two-tone grilles also available.

**Grille configurations**

Your grilles can be as traditional or as unique as you choose. Our standard configurations include rectangular and Queen Anne. But with our custom configurations, we’re ready to transform your inspiration into reality.

- **Rectangular**
- **Queen Anne**
- **Bronze spacer option shown.**

**Grille profiles**

- **Traditional 5/8”**
- **Modern 7/8” Available in 1/4” or 1/2” heights**
- **Regal 1”**
- **Super Regal 1-1/4”**
- **Putty 1”**
- **Flat bar 2”**
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Improve any view.

We offer 11 different decorative glass styles to help you create unique window designs, filter harsh sunlight or enhance privacy and security. From fancy to simple, formal to casual, each has its own personality and lends its own character to your décor.

For the optimum in one-of-a-kind, custom designed windows, consider our leaded or stained glass. Your options are limitless. We’ll work with you to handcraft anything your mind can imagine.

Our standard screen or optional wood-wrap screen for casements and awnings.

A spotless factory finish.

Nothing beats a factory finish performed with state-of-the-art equipment under rigorously controlled, ultra-clean conditions. Hurd gives you two premium options: Ultra Stain and Ultra Coat.

Ultra Stain is an advanced, seven-step process that brings out all the beauty of your wood interior. Ultra Coat uses a unique, specially formulated, two-part catalyzed polyurethane paint. It’s the white interior paint that’s so durable, it could be used outdoors.

Both factory finishes are so tough, they resist scratching and marring, and so superior, they provide advanced protection against moisture.

Also available: gray or bronze tinted glass.
Introducing The Hurd Eco System.

What’s the best glazing for your new windows and patio doors? Obviously, what’s best for a Minneapolis winter is not necessarily the best glazing for a Miami summer. Our Eco System has the answer. With more glazing options than other window companies, Hurd lets you choose exactly the right performance glass for your exact weather conditions.

Our Eco System will help you improve your energy efficiency and cut your energy bills. You can capture the sun’s heat, or reflect it. You can also reduce outside noise, block the sun’s damaging UV rays, enhance your privacy, or even resist the wrath of a hurricane.

On the next three pages, we’ll detail all your Eco System glazing options.

New Hurd Ultra-R.
The most energy-efficient glazing on the planet.

Introducing the next great advancement in windows: Hurd Ultra-R. It utilizes advanced, coated films suspended inside a premium low-E unit to create as many as four super-insulating, gas-filled cavities.

Ultra-R glazing achieves the highest center of glass insulation values in the window industry—from an impressive R-6 for our standard single film, argon-filled unit, all the way to an unprecedented R-20 for our custom triple film, krypton-filled techno-wonder*.

Ultra-R glazing uses Heat Mirror technology, invented at MIT. Popular Science magazine included it on its list of “The Top 100 Inventions Of The Millennium.”

Ultra-R
Top Recommendation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insulation Value</th>
<th>Solar Heat Gain Control</th>
<th>Fade Protection</th>
<th>Noise Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Best</td>
<td>Very Best</td>
<td>Very Best</td>
<td>Better</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With an amazing triple layer of silver Super Sun Blocker glazing delivers an ideal balance of thermal performance, solar control, 95% UV protection and high visibility.

Super Sun Blocker
Top Recommendation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insulation Value</th>
<th>Solar Heat Gain Control</th>
<th>Fade Protection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Better</td>
<td>Best</td>
<td>Best</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Low-E 366.

Cardinal’s Low-E 366 is nearly identical to Super Sun Blocker in technology and performance. However, Super Sun Blocker is significantly more affordable.

Our Low-E 366 is available in 3 versions: standard; Low-E 366 with Preserve® protective film (it peels off after installation so all the splattered paint and construction dirt peel off too); and Low-E 366 with Preserve and Neat® (an ultra-smooth exterior coating that harnesses UV rays to loosen dirt so water can rinse it away almost spotlessly).

*Note: All R-values shown are center of glass. Standard Ultra-R configuration is 1 film. Custom capabilities up to 3 suspended films. Since the 3 film options require a 2” IG, this option is only available in a direct set window.
Super Sun Blocker With IS-15 Coating

Improve thermal performance while reducing harsh glare

To meet the most stringent Energy Star® standards, we start with all the attributes of triple silver Super Sun Blocker, then add ClimaGuard IS-15. IS-15 is a coating specifically designed to help you achieve a superior R-5 insulation value on many windows without the need for triple glazing.

The IS-15 coating is applied to the interior (room-side) surface of the dual pane IG unit, resulting in improved thermal performance and lower heating costs. Because the coating reflects heat back into the room, the room-side pane of glass will be slightly colder in winter, causing a higher potential for condensation problems.

Low-E 180 Passive Solar

Hurd’s new Low-E 180 Passive Solar glazing has a very high (0.69) solar heat gain coefficient. That means it’s ideal for capturing the sun’s heat in colder climates and reducing your winter heating bills. It also has a superior insulation value (R-3.8) to block out the cold and keep in the heat.

Triple Pane Low-E

For the superior thermal performance of triple pane windows, specify our energy-efficient Triple Pane Low-E glazing. Choose one or two surfaces of low-E coating, for improved insulation values, reduced solar heat gain, and protection from harmful UV rays.

Dual Pane Low-E

Insulated for improved energy efficiency. Single surface Low-E coating to reduce solar heat gain and block UV rays.

Insulated Glass

For moderate climates, our Insulated Glass may deliver the performance you’re looking for.

Sound Control

Our Sound Control glazing reduces outside noise by as much as 50% while also blocking 99% of harmful UV rays. Since it’s laminated, it also provides important shatter resistance to reduce the risk of injury from broken glass. It’s available as a dual pane insulated IG or as a single pane non-insulated glass.

Hurricane-resistant windows & patio doors.

FeelSafe windows and patio doors are engineered inside and out to withstand the rigors of hurricane-force winds, pounding rain, wind-borne debris and rapid pressure changes that could implode your home or literally blow off the roof.

Hurd FeelSafe® Single Pane Glass

For moderate climates, our non-insulated, shatter-resistant FeelSafe glass provides the utmost security—whether your concern is severe storms or intruders.

It’s available with or without a low-E coating. For superior control of solar heat gain, choose gray or bronze tinting.
Repel moisture & termites while protecting the environment.

The wood in Hurd windows & patio doors is protected to the very core by CoreGuard™. It’s the best wood treatment in the window industry, and only Hurd has it. CoreGuard actually penetrates through the entire cross section of wood when needed. As a result, our wood windows are nearly as rot-proof as vinyl, shrug off insects like aluminum, and are warmer than both of them.

Hurd is committed to protecting the environment. So CoreGuard is naturally organic and environmentally friendly. Our environmental commitment is shown in other ways, too. All our aluminum and glass contain approximately 25% recycled scrap. Our sealants, adhesives, factory primers and stains are low in volatile organic compounds (VOCs). We partner with responsible wood suppliers and growers. And, of course, Hurd windows and doors deliver superior energy efficiency plus the increased sustainability that comes from built-in, long-lasting durability.
Casement windows

For top-to-bottom unobstructed views and wide-open ventilation, you can’t beat Hurd casement windows. They come with our Encore handle that folds out when you need it, but stays out of the way of window treatments. Hurd casements swing open a full 90 degrees for ease of cleaning.

The clean lines and smooth operation of our casement windows make them a favorite across the country. Combine them with other fixed or operable Hurd windows to create a true room with a view.

Upgrade to Energy Plus.

Our Energy Plus casement window features aluminum cladding for durability, and a special composite frame material that reduces thermal transfer. It achieves high marks for its NFRC insulating values. Plus, the composite components resist rot and deterioration. For the ultimate in energy efficiency, choose our Ultra-R™ glazing.

Push Out Casement

With a simple turn of its lever and a gentle push, our new push out casement swings wide open. Stainless steel friction hinges hold it in place. Available with two screen options—a historical hinged version, or our advanced, disappearing roll down model. Available in aluminum clad or all-wood.

Other Hurd casement styles.

French Casement

(Aluminum Clad Only)

Arched Casement

(Aluminum Clad & All-wood)

Springline Casement

(Aluminum Clad Only)

Coppertone    Champagne      Brushed          Brushed          Bronze           Polished

White             Antique            Bright           Goldtone       Oil-Rubbed

Brass                Brass                                  Bronze-FB
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Awning windows

Like all our products, Hurd awning windows are custom made, by hand, to your exact specifications. We think you’ll notice the difference in how they look and how they perform.

Awning windows are a great choice when you want the fresh air of an open window even if it’s raining. Hurd awning windows are commonly used alone or combined underneath a large picture window to provide ventilation.

Upgrade to Energy Plus.

Our Energy Plus awning window features aluminum cladding for durability, and a special composite frame material that reduces thermal transfer. It achieves high marks for its NFRC insulating values. Plus, the composite components resist rot and deterioration. For the ultimate in energy efficiency, choose our Ultra-R™ glazing.
Single and double hung windows

We’ve updated this classic window design and turned it into an efficient, high performance product. Our single hung version features a fixed top sash and an easy-tilt bottom. On the double hung, both sash tilt in for easy cleaning.

They’re a piece of artwork all by themselves. But when configured with other Hurd windows, they can turn an ordinary wall into an extraordinary vision.

Our single and double hung windows have a maintenance-free clad exterior and a beautiful wood interior. Our concealed wood jambliner is a big upgrade over other manufacturers’ vinyl version. Our double hung is also available in all-wood.
Monument® single & double hung windows.

Our Monument single & double hung windows are designed and built for architectural and light commercial applications. True, they have superior structural performance, but it’s their fine craftsmanship and attention to detail that homeowners appreciate.

With no unsightly jambliners inside or out, Monument single & double hung windows frame your view with the natural beauty of real wood. They’re ideal for historic renovations, but come in a wide assortment of options to fit any home style.

Monument single and double hung windows feature dual locks to ensure a secure, energy-efficient seal. Sash remove completely for safe, easy cleaning.

Monument hardware is available in these four beautiful finishes.

- Oil-Rubbed Bronze-FB
- Nickel Bronze
- Antique Brass
- Burnished Brass
- White

Other Monument styles.

Optional finger lifts
Monument horizontal sliding windows

For a more unique style and a slightly more contemporary look than a traditional double hung window, try a slider. For added design flexibility, ours are available with two lites or three.

Horizontal sliding windows are a good alternative for locations where you don’t want the sash of a casement or awning window sticking out in the way—on your deck, perhaps. But that’s merely a practical reason for choosing them. Many people simply prefer the clean lines and smooth, gliding operation of our sliding windows.
Bay and bow windows

Our bay and bow windows not only add character to your design. They also make a room feel larger. And, with their multi-pane configuration, they create the feeling that the great outdoors is actually part of the room.

Bay and bow windows

A bay usually consists of a large fixed window between two casement or double hung units.

A bow consists of several casements or double hung units mullioned together, creating a smooth arc or bow.
Swinging patio doors

We offer you every choice you can imagine in our patio doors. You can choose doors that swing in or swing out. You can make both doors operable, or just one. And, of course, we offer you multiple choices of interior wood, hardware, glazing and grilles. But best of all, all our patio doors come with the same attention to detail and innovative engineering you’ve come to expect from Hurd.
Sliding patio doors

We’ve re-engineered and re-designed our sliding patio door to make it the best, most beautiful on the market. Slide open a Hurd patio door; and discover the meaning of the term “smooth as silk.”

The all-natural, all-wood interior is visually free of any man-made components—to satisfy a real perfectionist—and we added a beautiful new handle designed exclusively for Hurd by Truth Hardware. A sliding patio door is a great space-saving option compared to an inswing version. Coastal builders should be especially interested because our new patio door is available with shatter-resistant Hurd FeelSafe glass, built to withstand hurricane conditions. Available as a standard or French sliding patio door.

Aluminum Clad Wood & All-Wood

Two-point locking (standard)

Optional footbolt: Available in matching finish.

Champagne (standard) Antique Brass Bright Brass Brushed Chrome Polished Chrome Oil-Rubbed Bronze-FB White Satin Nickel PVD

Hurd FeelSafe

Two-point locking (standard) Satin Nickel PVD

Full Product Specifications
How to open a 46-foot wide patio door

Stunning panoramic patio door systems from Vista Pointe.

Turn any wall into a wide-opening wall of patio doors with Vista Pointe Architectural Systems. Available in bi-fold, multi-slide, and lift-slide patio doors, they open effortlessly to create a broad expanse of the great outdoors.

The incredible multi-side systems can be automated to open and close silently at the touch of a button. And they can even wrap around a corner.

All Vista Pointe systems are fabricated using Hurd door panels, so your Vista Pointe doors will match your Hurd windows perfectly.

Transoms, sidelites & other geometric shapes

Unique window shapes give your home a one-of-a-kind individuality. Add an arched expanse of glass that seems to light up an entire home. Or a large picture window topped by a half circle. Or transoms stretching from wall to wall above a bank of patio doors.

Hurd geometric shape windows can be used alone, or combined with our operating windows and patio doors to make a truly custom statement.

Vista Pointe panoramic patio door systems are available in sizes up to 46 feet wide and 10 feet high.
Our H3 is the mid-priced window that outperforms many premium-priced competitors. With its inventive Fusion Technology™, the H3 integrates three components (extruded aluminum, vinyl and solid wood) into one perfect window. This innovative approach results in greater energy efficiency, upscale aesthetics, superior durability & leak resistance, easier installation, and, overall, a remarkably advanced window.

Despite its affordable price, the H3 has many of the same premium woods, cladding, hardware, grilles and glazing options as on Hurd’s premium line.

Nobody’s ever built a window like this before. Perhaps that’s why Window & Door magazine gave it the Crystal Achievement Award for innovation.

For more information, ask for our H3 catalog.
If you’re building or remodeling in a hurricane area, you need to feel safe. FeelSafe windows and patio doors are engineered inside and out to meet some of the highest wind, water and structural performance ratings of any window or door in the United States.

While traditional glass will shatter into thousands of pieces on impact, FeelSafe’s four-layer laminated glass remains intact. It dramatically reduces the risk of injury to you and your family, while protecting everything inside your home from severe wind and water damage. (Also available in three-layer non-insulated.)

Yet there’s another danger that’s even worse. In a hurricane, the atmospheric pressure outside your home varies significantly from the pressure inside. If one window bursts, the outside pressure rushes in—potentially blowing the roof off your home or taking it all down. However, since FeelSafe laminated glass remains intact, it keeps the storm outside and preserves your building envelope.

For more information, ask for our FeelSafe catalog.
Light commercial was never so beautiful.

We’ve been building custom-crafted residential windows and doors for more than 90 years. During that time, we’ve also become experts in architectural and light commercial applications. The culmination? Presenting Monument light commercial wood windows and patio doors for new construction, remodeling and historic renovations.

Our Monument line is fully supported by a dedicated, professional staff within Hurd’s newly formed Architectural Services Group.

Every commercial construction job presents unique and diverse challenges. Along with our distributor partners, our Architectural Services Group can be a valuable resource in ensuring your project’s success.

Our approach is personal. And solutions-driven. We’ll work with you as a team, presenting custom options, and consulting on shop drawings and CAD plans.
Introducing Transcend® replacement windows and patio doors.

Our Transcend line-up is perfect for replacements, renovations, remodeling or rebuilding. While most replacement windows come in very limited sizes, styles and options, Transcend offers nearly unlimited choices and flexibility. So you can match your existing décor, or redo any room with the look you’ve always wanted.

Your Hurd distributor has the professionals who make window replacement easy. They’ll do everything—the measuring, the ordering, the installation and, of course, the clean up. They can replace your windows without even making a mark on your wallpaper. Or they can transform a worn out little double hung into a room-brightening patio door.

For more information, ask for our Transcend catalog.
Our Superseal vinyl windows and patio doors are proof that high quality and high performance don’t have to be high priced. We make all Superseal products right in our Hurd manufacturing facility. So they offer many of the same features and design options as on our premium wood products.

We use the newest materials, innovative engineering and advanced technologies to enhance their beauty, solid integrity and durability. As a result, we have the confidence to offer a transferable Lifetime Limited Warranty.¹

Superseal windows and patio doors are available as new construction and replacement products. For more information, ask for our Superseal catalog.

Choose from a complete lineup of operating styles, sizes and shapes. A full range of glazing options—from decorative to energy-efficient. A rainbow of durability-tested exterior colors. And any grille pattern you can imagine; featuring simulated divided lites or grilles in the airspace.
PERFORMANCE GLAZING

• Available in all Eco System options except FeelSafe.

DEALER FLOORING

• Standard nailing fin available in flat casing, brickmould or basic unit.
• Non-standard sizing to 1/16". Contact your Hurd distributor for size limitations.

OPERATION

• Guide bar operable system. • Sash locks are standard.

CONSTRUCTION

• Solid wood exterior, primed standard. • Alternate wood species optional.
• CoreGuard wood treatment.
• Basic jamb width 4-9/16". • Pre-applied brickmould and sill nosing eliminate the need for nailing fin and reduce installation time.
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Single & double hung windows
Aluminum Clad Wood

CONSTRUCTION
• Exterior clad with .050" extruded aluminum. • Natural pine interior standard. Prime, paint or stain optional. • Alternate wood species optional. • CoreGuard wood treatment. • Basic jamb width 4-9/16".

PERFORMANCE GLAZING
• Available in all Eco System options except FeelSafe.

OPERATION
• Concealed wood jambliner standard. • Easy-tilt top and bottom sash (bottom only on single hung). • Block and tackle balance mechanism. • Flush mounted locks; positive locking mechanism draws sash tightly against weatherstrip. • Two locks on glass units 32" and wider. • Optional fingertip groove milled in bottom rail.

OPTIONS
• Decorative glazing: Bronze, gray, obscure or stained glass.

Grilles: Hard simulated divided lite, removable wood grilles or grilles in airspace.

Screens: Aluminum frame painted to match exterior cladding. • Charcoal color fiberglass cloth standard, aluminum mesh optional. Hardware: Sash lock in seven finishes. • Sash lift handle optional. Other options: Standard extension jams available up to 8-1/8". • Extruded aluminum drip cap. • Applied aluminum clad brickmould, oval or flat casing. • Non-standard sizing to 1/16". Contact your Hurd distributor for size limitations.

Weatherproofing
• Weatherstrip located on bottom rails, headjamb, top checkrail and top and bottom stiles.

Aluminum Clad Wood

CONSTRUCTION
• Exterior clad with .050" extruded aluminum. • Natural pine interior standard. Prime, paint or stain optional. • Alternate wood species optional. • CoreGuard wood treatment. • Basic jamb width 4-9/16".

PERFORMANCE GLAZING
• Available in all Eco System options except FeelSafe.

OPERATION
• Concealed wood jambliner standard. • Easy-tilt top and bottom sash (bottom only on single hung). • Block and tackle balance mechanism. • Flush mounted locks; positive locking mechanism draws sash tightly against weatherstrip. • Two locks on glass units 32" and wider. • Optional fingertip groove milled in bottom rail.

OPTIONS
• Decorative glazing: Bronze, gray, obscure or stained glass.

Grilles: Hard simulated divided lite, removable wood grilles or grilles in airspace.

Screens: Aluminum frame painted to match exterior cladding. • Charcoal color fiberglass cloth standard, aluminum mesh optional. Hardware: Sash lock in seven finishes. • Sash lift handle optional. Other options: Standard extension jams available up to 8-1/8". • Extruded aluminum drip cap. • Applied aluminum clad brickmould, oval or flat casing. • Non-standard sizing to 1/16". Contact your Hurd distributor for size limitations.

Monument

Monument single & double windows
Aluminum Clad Wood

CONSTRUCTION
• Exterior clad with .050" extruded aluminum. • Natural pine interior standard. Prime, paint or stain optional. • Alternate wood species optional. • CoreGuard wood treatment. • Basic jamb width 4-9/16".

PERFORMANCE GLAZING
• Available in all Eco System options, except FeelSafe.

OPERATION
• Side load removable sash (bottom only on single hang). • Concealed block and tackle balance system. • All-wood interior with no jambliners. • Two surface-mounted locks draw sash tightly against weatherstrip.

OPTIONS
• Decorative glazing: Bronze, gray, obscure or stained glass.

Grilles: Hard simulated divided lite, removable wood grilles or grilles in airspace.

Screens: Full or half screen (single hang). • Aluminum frame painted to match exterior cladding. • Charcoal color fiberglass cloth standard, aluminum mesh optional. Hardware: Classic styled sash locks in five finishes. • Finger lift handle optional. Other options: Standard extension jams up to 8-1/8". • Extruded aluminum drip cap. • Applied aluminum clad brickmould, oval or flat casing. • Non-standard sizing to 1/16". Contact your Hurd distributor for size limitations.

Weatherproofing
• Weatherstrip located on bottom rails, headjamb, top checkrail and top and bottom stiles.

Monument horizontal sliding windows
Aluminum Clad Wood

CONSTRUCTION
• Clad with .050" extruded aluminum. • Natural pine interior standard. Prime, paint or stain optional. • Alternate wood species optional. • CoreGuard wood treatment. • Basic jamb width 4-9/16".

PERFORMANCE GLAZING
• Available in all Eco System options except FeelSafe.

OPERATION
• One operable and one fixed sash on two-lite unit. • Two operable sash and fixed center sash on three-lite units. • Operable sash glides in vired sill track with brass rollers. • Cam lock and keeper located on meeting stiles. • Easy sash removal.

OPTIONS
• Decorative glazing: Bronze, gray, obscure or stained glass.

Grilles: Hard simulated divided lite, removable wood grilles or grilles in airspace.

Screens: Full or half screen (single hang). • Aluminum frame painted to match exterior cladding. • Charcoal color fiberglass cloth standard, aluminum mesh optional. Hardware: Classic styled sash locks in five finishes. • Finger lift handle optional. Other options: Standard extension jams to 8-1/8". • Extruded aluminum drip cap. • Applied aluminum clad brickmould, oval or flat casing. • Non-standard sizing to 1/16". Contact your Hurd distributor for size limitations.
Transoms, sidelites and other geometric shapes

CONSTRUCTION
• Available in aluminum clad wood, all-wood and FeelSafe product lines.
• Natural pine interior standard, Prime, paint or stain optional. • CoreGuard wood treatment. • Alternative wood species optional. • Basic jamb width 4-9/16". • For shapes over sliding patio doors, the basic jamb width is 5".

PERFORMANCE GLAZING
• Available in all Eco System options.

DIRECT SET
• Glass set directly into frame.

SASH and FRAME
• Fixed sash installed in frame or jamb. • Non-radius or radius shapes.

OPTIONS
Decorative glazing: Bronze, gray, obscure or stained glass.
Grilles: Hurd simulated divided lite, removable wood grilles or grilles in airspace.
Other options: Standard extension jams to 8-1/8". Non-standard sizing to 1/16".
Contact your Hurd distributor for size limitations. • Aluminum clad wood and FeelSafe: Extruded aluminum drip cap. • Aluminum clad brickmould applied. All-wood: Exterior casing in flat casing, brickmould or basic unit.

Special shapes

CONSTRUCTION
• Available in aluminum clad wood, all-wood and FeelSafe product lines.
• Natural pine interior standard, Prime, paint or stain optional. • CoreGuard wood treatment. • Alternative wood species optional. • Basic jamb width 4-9/16". • For shapes over sliding patio doors, the basic jamb width is 5".

PERFORMANCE GLAZING
• Available in all Eco System options.

DIRECT SET
• Glass set directly into frame.

SASH and FRAME
• Fixed sash installed in frame or jamb. • Non-radius or radius shapes.

OPTIONS
Decorative glazing: Bronze, gray, obscure or stained glass.
Grilles: Hurd simulated divided lite, removable wood grilles or grilles in airspace.
Other options: Standard extension jams to 8-1/8". Non-standard sizing to 1/16".
Contact your Hurd distributor for size limitations. • Aluminum clad wood and FeelSafe: Extruded aluminum drip cap. • Aluminum clad brickmould applied. All-wood: Exterior casing in flat casing, brickmould or basic unit.

Custom shapes

(11) (13) (12) (14) (35) (36)
(21) (22) (19) (20) (23) (24)
(33) (34) (17) (18) (29) (30)
(39) (40) (27) (28) (31) (32)
(54) (55) (56) (58) (57) (59)
(68) (69) (75) (72) (62)
(8) (9) (16) (10) (28) (17)
### All-Wood

**CONSTRUCTION**
- Solid wood primed exterior natural optional. 
- Natural pine interior. Prime, paint or stain optional. 
- CoreGuard wood treatment. 
- Alternative interior and exterior wood species optional. 
- 7-1/2" bottom rail on 6’10", 7’2" and 8’0" height panels. 
- Pultruded fiberglass sill. 
- Basic jamb width: 4-9/16".  
- Saw profile width: 4-1/2".

**PERFORMANCE GLAZING**
- Available in all Eco System options except FeelSafe.

**WEATHERPROOFING**
- Perimeter weatherstrip on operable and fixed panels.

**OPERATION**
- Steady adjustable hinge system on inswing doors. 
- Ball bearing butt hinges on outswing doors. 
- Mortise lock and keyed deadbolt. 
- Three-point locking hardware standard.

**OPTIONS**
- Operation: Inswing, dual inswing, outswing or dual outswing.
- Decorative glazing: Bronze, gray, obscure or stained glass.
- Screens: Inswing: Aluminum frame painted to match exterior cladding.
- Screens: (Inswing only) Aluminum frame painted to match clad colors. 
- Charcoal color fiberglass cloth standard, aluminum mesh optional. 
- Optional hinged aluminum storm/screen door with charcoal fiberglass mesh, standard clad colors. 
- No outswing screens available. 
- Hardware: Three-point locking lever standard. 
- Single-point locking optional on some sizes. 
- Handle in Satin Nickel PVD finish plus 6 optional finishes. 
- One handle style in all sizes. 
- Chime optional. 
- Two-point locking hardware.

**PERFORMANCE GLAZING**
- Available in all Eco System options except FeelSafe.

**WEATHERPROOFING**
- Weatherstrip system at meeting and lock stiles, top and bottom.

**OPERATION**
- Full weatherstrip system for a tight seal and easy operation. 
- Tandem steel ball bearing rollers, fully adjustable for a tight seal and easy operation.

**OPTIONS**
- Operation: Sliding or French sliding. 
- Decorative glazing: Bronze, gray, obscure or stained glass.
- Screens: Inswing available with 6-9/16" sill nosing applied.

**PERFORMANCE GLAZING**
- Available in all Eco System options except FeelSafe.

**WEATHERPROOFING**
- Weatherstrip system at meeting stiles and sides bottom.

**OPERATION**
- French sliding. 
- Tandem steel ball bearing rollers, fully adjustable for a tight seal and easy operation.

**OPTIONS**
- Decorative glazing: Bronze, gray, obscure or stained glass.
- Screens: Inswing available with 6-9/16" sill nosing applied.

**PERFORMANCE GLAZING**
- Available in all Eco System options except FeelSafe.

**WEATHERPROOFING**
- Weatherstrip system at meeting and lock stiles.

**OPERATION**
- Full weatherstrip system for a tight seal and easy operation. 
- Tandem steel ball bearing rollers, fully adjustable for a tight seal and easy operation.

**OPTIONS**
- Decorative glazing: Bronze, gray, obscure or stained glass.
- Screens: Inswing available with 6-9/16" sill nosing applied.

**PERFORMANCE GLAZING**
- Available in all Eco System options except FeelSafe.

**WEATHERPROOFING**
- Weatherstrip system at meeting and lock stiles.

**OPERATION**
- Full weatherstrip system for a tight seal and easy operation. 
- Tandem steel ball bearing rollers, fully adjustable for a tight seal and easy operation.

**OPTIONS**
- Decorative glazing: Bronze, gray, obscure or stained glass.
- Screens: Inswing available with 6-9/16" sill nosing applied.

**PERFORMANCE GLAZING**
- Available in all Eco System options except FeelSafe.

**WEATHERPROOFING**
- Weatherstrip system at meeting and lock stiles.

**OPERATION**
- Full weatherstrip system for a tight seal and easy operation. 
- Tandem steel ball bearing rollers, fully adjustable for a tight seal and easy operation.

**OPTIONS**
- Decorative glazing: Bronze, gray, obscure or stained glass.
- Screens: Inswing available with 6-9/16" sill nosing applied.

**PERFORMANCE GLAZING**
- Available in all Eco System options except FeelSafe.

**WEATHERPROOFING**
- Weatherstrip system at meeting and lock stiles.

**OPERATION**
- Full weatherstrip system for a tight seal and easy operation. 
- Tandem steel ball bearing rollers, fully adjustable for a tight seal and easy operation.

**OPTIONS**
- Decorative glazing: Bronze, gray, obscure or stained glass.
- Screens: Inswing available with 6-9/16" sill nosing applied.

**PERFORMANCE GLAZING**
- Available in all Eco System options except FeelSafe.

**WEATHERPROOFING**
- Weatherstrip system at meeting and lock stiles.

**OPERATION**
- Full weatherstrip system for a tight seal and easy operation. 
- Tandem steel ball bearing rollers, fully adjustable for a tight seal and easy operation.

**OPTIONS**
- Decorative glazing: Bronze, gray, obscure or stained glass.
- Screens: Inswing available with 6-9/16" sill nosing applied.

**PERFORMANCE GLAZING**
- Available in all Eco System options except FeelSafe.
shall be limited to granting a 30 percent credit toward the original purchase price or original catalog list price, whichever is lower, of the defective product or part thereof.

F. Triple IG Product. In the event that insulated glass products or parts (also referred to as “Triple IG Product”) fail to conform to the express warranties described herein during the first ten (10) years after the date of manufacture, First Purchaser’s sole and exclusive remedy is that Hurd will, at Hurd’s sole option and discretion, either repair or replace the defective product or part thereof, or, if the original purchase price or original catalog list price of the defective product or part thereof is the lesser, replace the defective product or part thereof. After ten (10) years from the date of manufacture, Hurd’s warranty obligation under this warranty shall be limited to granting a 30 percent credit toward a purchase by First Purchaser against, at Hurd’s sole option and discretion, the then current list price of comparable new Hurd replacement materials, or Hurd whole replacement product if comparable Hurd replacement materials are no longer available.

B. Lifetime Limited Warranty: Wood Deterioration

Except as otherwise provided herein, Hurd warrants that its Residential Product shall be free from defects in materials or workmanship for so long as the Product is owned by the First Purchaser. In the event the Residential Product is not installed in a single family detached dwelling in accordance with the conditions and restrictions contained below, except for products which may be specifically sold to other written limited warranty terms which or which are specifically identified as being sold “as is.” This Limited Warranty is available, without registration, to the person to whom the Hurd Residential Product was originally sold for purposes other than resale or for purposes other than as a subsequent owner, subject to the following: all time periods measured from the date of manufacture, First Purchaser’s sole and exclusive remedy is that Hurd will, at Hurd’s sole option and discretion, either replace or repair the Residential Product, part or parts thereof, or, if the original purchase price or original catalog list price of the defective product or part thereof is the lesser, replace the defective product or part thereof. First Purchaser’s warranty under this warranty shall be limited to granting a 30 percent credit toward a purchase by First Purchaser against, at Hurd’s sole option and discretion, the then current list price of comparable new Hurd replacement materials, or Hurd whole replacement product if comparable Hurd replacement materials are no longer available.

II. LIMITATIONS AND DETAILS OF HURD’S EXPRESSED WARRANTIES

A. Hurd windows and doors are manufactured to certain specifications and ratings (which may include air or water infiltration or resistance, sound transmission, or thermal performance). The performance of installed windows and doors is subject to varying environmental conditions, installation technique, maintenance, normal wear and tear, and other factors outside of Hurd’s control. If such specifications are fulfilled solely to assist the purchaser in qualifying for any energy-related tax credit, government rebate, or other incentive, and are not meant to warrant or guarantee specific performance under all conditions and environments, including but not limited to, tint, spray, condensation, condensate, air leakage, water, or corrosion. Damage that occurs during transportation by someone other than Hurd. Damage as a result of normal wear and tear. 31. Natural causes and/or natural disasters, including tornadoes, hurricanes, typhoons or hurricanes and/or extreme weather conditions. 32. Acts of God, war or civil unrest. 33. Your Hurd product may contain inorganic gas, intended to improve the performance of the insulating glass product. The use of the best manufacturing techniques cannot guarantee that the gas will remain in the factory-applied exterior clad or the Dual IG Product for any period of time. Hurd makes no such guarantee. If the product is fitted with a capillary tube system, it must be replaced as if it were entirely new. Hurd does not guarantee the presence of inert gas or any thermal performance levels. 34. This warranty is effective as of June 15, 2011. This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state or country to country. 35. WARRANTY DISCLAIMER AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. Except as otherwise provided herein, in the event the product fails to conform to express warranties described above within the stated time period, First Purchaser’s sole and exclusive remedy is to return the defective products or parts to Hurd at Hurd’s expense, and Hurd will, at Hurd’s sole option and discretion, either repair or replace the defective product or part thereof. If the repair or replacement proves unsatisfactory, Hurd will replace the defective product or part thereof with a new Hurd Product. If the defective product or part thereof, or parts thereof, or any of the replacement parts, are no longer available, Hurd shall have the right to provide replacement materials that comparable new Hurd replacement materials, and in no event shall Hurd be liable for any Consequential, Incidental, or Other Damages or Losses, such as but not limited to, profits, lost revenue, loss of goodwill, cost of temporary or substitute products or services, cost of replacement products or services, damage to property, personal injury, or death. 37. This Limited Warranty is available, without registration, to the person to whom the Hurd Residential Product was originally sold for purposes other than resale or for purposes other than as a subsequent owner, subject to the following: all time periods measured from the date of manufacture, First Purchaser’s sole and exclusive remedy is that Hurd will, at Hurd’s sole option and discretion, either replace or repair the Residential Product, part or parts thereof, or, if the original purchase price or original catalog list price of the defective product or part thereof is the lesser, replace the defective product or part thereof. First Purchaser’s warranty under this warranty shall be limited to granting a 30 percent credit toward a purchase by First Purchaser against, at Hurd’s sole option and discretion, the then current list price of comparable new Hurd replacement materials, or Hurd whole replacement product if comparable Hurd replacement materials are no longer available.
I. HERD EXPRESS WARRANTIES.

This Limited Warranty covers clad and wood door and/or window products of HWD Acquisition, Inc. ("Hurd"), which are installed in a structure which is other than a single family detached dwelling unit and which is five stories or less, and which are manufactured on or after the effective date noted herein ("Commercial Product") subject to the conditions and restrictions contained herein, subject to the specific exclusions and limitations thereof, or refund the original purchase price or original date manufactu-

A. Ten (10) Year Limited Warranty: General.

Except as otherwise provided herein, Hurd warrants that for a period of ten (10) years from the date of manufacture in its Light Commercial Product shall be free from defects in material or workmanship, including normal wear and tear, which were first delivered from Hurd’s factory. Any window or door product of Hurd was warranted that for a period of ten (10) years from the date of manufacture by Hurd. Note: Failure or coloring changes may not be uniform if the surfaces are not equally exposed to the sun and elements and such variation in coloring or color is not considered to be a defect.

B. Five (5) Year Limited Warranty: Specialty Glass.

Hurd warrants that for a period of five (5) years from the date of manufacture by Hurd . Improper or inadequate flashing, or other defects caused by a contractor’s poor construction technique, maintenance, normal wear and tear, and/or weathering or natural conditions above certified performance levels will be maintained during the product’s lifetime and cannot guarantee that the initial fill rate of inert gas will be Purchaser’s responsibility. In no event shall Hurd lose its warranty coverages for any of the following:

IV. WARRANTY RESOLUTION.

First Purchaser. The notice of claim must contain the following information:

1. The First Purchaser’s name, address, and telephone number.


3. Proof of original purchase of the Light Commercial Product.

4. The name of the Hurd dealer from whom the product was purchased.

5. A description of the defect and the date of first discovery of the claimed defect.

V. NO IMPLIED WARRANTIES.

TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT ALLOWED BY THE LAW, THE EXPRESS WARRANTIES SET FORTH HEREIN ARE IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND (INCLUDING THE EXPRESS WARRANTIES OF TITLE, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND USABLE AND ALL SUCH IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED AND EXCLUDED BY HERD). THE DURATION AND TERMS OF ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY THAT IS NOT EFFECTIVELY DISCLAIMED BY THIS PARAGRAPH SHALL BE THE SAME AS THE EXPRESS WARRANTIES DISCUSSED ABOVE, HOWEVER, SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW LIMITATIONS ON HOW LONG AN IMPLIED WARRANTY LASTS, SO THE ABOVE LIMITA-

VI. CHOICE OF LAW.

This Limited Warranty shall be governed, construed and enforced according to the laws of the State of Wisconsin, in accordance with Article 2 of the UCC as enacted by Wisconsin, and such additional laws of the United States of America, as may be applicable, notwithstanding any conflicts of law or choice of law principle to the contrary.

VII. NO AMENDMENT EXCEPT IN WRITING.

All Hurd Light Commercial Product is sold subject to the terms of this Limited Warranty, which may be modified only by a written agreement signed by a duly authorized officer of Hurd.
The more you know about Hurd, the better we look.

Here are some other Hurd products you may be interested in. For your free copy of any of our catalogs, please call 1-800-433-4873 or visit Hurd.com.